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There is a disagreement regarding the use of Rahu as Atmakaraka Some scholars only use 7 planets excluding Rahu, while others use 8, including Rahu.. Amatyakaraka Planet is the planet that holds the second highest degree in your birth chart.

The struggle between the real and the false has to be understood The false desires are those we search for in the outside world.
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Without that achievement, you cannot go into the inner world and find your personal treasure of happiness.. As Rahu and Ketu form part of the karmic axis, Rahu will show Ketu’s desire for spiritual fulfillment.

amatyakaraka in 8th house

Saturn rules the 2nd and 3rd house Its mooltrikona is the 3rd house (Aquarius) therefore William’s soul needs would be fulfilled from taking responsibility for his own actions.. The malefic planets place in the 3rd and 6th house then the native born in royal family become King.. The house the Atmakaraka rules shows the area from where you can find fulfillment or where you experience the life lessons/pain.. If malefics occupy the third and the Lords of Lagna and the seventh, or the sixth house from the
Atmakaraka.

amatyakaraka in 9th house

Dusthana (6th, 8th and 12th) house placement is usually difficult Saturn is placed in the house of it’s friend Mercury and in the 10th house in both rasi and bhava where it is very powerful and in Dikbala.. Saturn’s quality of facing up to responsibility and taking your duty seriously are already evident in the young Prince.. What we desire and do not get, all this we find by going in within ourselves For here indeed are the true desires within the covering of the false.. Usually when we refer to the personal
Atmakaraka, we mean the Chara Atmakaraka Chara means movable and one of eight planets (Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn and Rahu) can take over the mantle of Atmakaraka depending on its degrees in the natal chart.. (However other retrograde planets are calculated in the usual way) For e g if Rahu Ketu are 15º 24’ in a chart, you minus this from 30º and the remaining degrees will be 14º36’.. But this can be frustrating for him as he is part of the institution of monarchy where tradition and
custom play an important part.. The natural Atmakaraka is the Sun in all charts The Atmakaraka of this article is the chara Atmakaraka.. Saturn is placed in the house of it’s friend Mercury and in the 10th house in both rasi and bhava where it is very powerful and in Dikbala.. We can be taken in by the illusionary natures of the desires and think that the satiation of the worldly desires is all what the soul wants.. It represents the kind of spouse a person will get, his/her personality and behaviour and whether the
spouse will be loving and supporting or not. e10c415e6f 
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